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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be an augmented k algebra, where k is a given commutative ring.
This means that a homomorphism of k-algebras e : A ª k is given, which
on k is the ‘‘identity,’’ i.e., such that the composition k ª A ª k is the
identity. The models to have in mind are the group rings and the universal
enveloping algebras of k-Lie algebras.
w xIn a previous paper 9 , I discussed higher central extensions of groups
 .and their associated Baer invariants in fact, they are functors . In this
paper an analogue is developed for augmented algebras. It turns out that
the analogue of a central extension of groups is a nilpotent extension of
augmented algebras where a morphism
B ª A
of augmented algebras is n-nilpotent if every product of n elements from
the augmentation ideal of B, of which at least one is from the kernel
of the map, vanishes. We define projecti¨ e n-central extensions and show
that the nth power of a projective n-nilpotent extension is an ‘‘invariant’’
}in fact, it is functorial}and is the nth Baer invariant of A. These
w xinvariants have been defined before by Frohlich in 4 by using free¨
presentations of the algebra and the ‘‘Schur]Baer formulas’’ see Section 4
.below . But it seems Frohlich had other things in mind}perhaps his¨
intention was to integrate the Baer invariants into the homological algebra
that was developing at the time. In this paper we are interested in the
exact sequences, like the 5-term exact sequence of group homology that is
usually proved by appealing to the spectral sequences of Lyndon and of
Hochschild and Serre. It turns out that the Baer functors fall naturally,
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almost by their definition, into such exact sequences and that the first
non-trivial functors, which are D and W , are related to Tor . In fact,2 2 2
 . A .W A is naturally isomorphic to Tor k, k .2 2
Thus we are able to prove for augmented algebras results that are
w xsimilar to Stallings’ results in his paper 12 . In particular, we show that for
a class of algebras that include the ‘‘connected’’ graded algebras over a
field, global dimension one implies that the algebra is free. Since for
algebras it is clear that, in general, global dimension one does not imply
freeness, it seems that results of this nature, which are reminiscent of the
theorem of Stallings and Swan that groups of cohomological dimension 1
are free, may be of interest.
Some other things that we do: we exhibit certain ‘‘torsion’’ invariants in
free nilpotent extensions and use them to construct non-free projective
nilpotent extensions. Also, in the last section of the paper we show that
‘‘perfect’’ algebras, i.e., those whose augmentation ideal is equal to its
square, have ‘‘universal’’ nilpotent extensions. This result is the exact
parallel of Kervaire’s theorem that perfect groups have universal central
extensions.
This paper was, originally, much longer. It contained long sections on
the multiplicative properties of the Baer invariants and their natural
filtrations, on the Baer invariants of Hopf algebras, and on other aspects.
But so far the applications that I had in mind for them have not material-
ized. Their publication will, therefore, be postponed.
2. NILPOTENT EXTENSIONS
Let k be a fixed commutative ‘‘base’’ ring. Our objects of study are
augmented k-algebras, i.e., algebras A supplied with a map e : A ª k of
k-algebras, called the augmentation, such that the composition
e 6k ª A k
 .  .is the identity. We will denote the augmentation ideal, ker e , by d A and
 .n  .its nth power, d A , by d A . This is useful since we think of d asn n
functors and define ‘‘higher’’ functors, D , which are not in any obviousn
 .sense ‘‘powers’’ of D but in a less obvious way, defined below, they are! .1
 .2.1 DEFINITION. An n-nilpotent extension, n G 1, of the augmented
algebra A is a surjective morphism w : U ª A of augmented k-algebras
 .which satisfies the condition that if u , . . . , u are in d U and at least one1 n
 .of them is in ker w then their product u ??? u is zero.1 n
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Thus if m G n then any n-nilpotent extension is also m-nilpotent.
 .Denoting ker w by N the definition says that
ny1
d U ? N ? d U s 0. .  . p ny1yp
ps0
It follows that if c : V ª A is any extension of A i.e., a surjective
.  .morphism of augmented k-algebras with kernel L and we define L n by
ny1
L n [ d V ? L ? d V , .  .  . p ny1yp
ps0
 .then the extension c : VrL n ª A, where c is induced from c , is
n-nilpotent. We call this the n-nilpotent extension ‘‘associated’’ with the
 .  .  .extension V ª A. Note that L is contained in d V and L n in d V .n
It will be convenient to have an inductive definition of nilpotent exten-
sions.
 .2.2 LEMMA. Let w : U ª A be an extension of augmented algebras. Then
 .  .  .it is n-nilpotent iff ker w contains an ideal N such that N ? d U s d U ? N
 . s 0 and w : UrN ª A is an n y 1 -nilpotent extension a 1-nilpotent
.extension being an isomorphism .
Proof. If n ) 1 and U ª A is n-nilpotent with kernel L then N s L n
.  .  .  .y 1 is such that d U N s Nd U s 0 and UrN ª A is n y 1 -nilpotent.
 .Conversely, if an N satisfying these hypotheses exists let x , . . . , x g d U1 n
 .with at least one x in ker w . We must prove that x ??? x s 0. Denotej 1 n
 .classes modulo N by x. As UrN ª A is n y 1 -nilpotent then either
 .  .x ??? x s 0 if j - n , i.e., x ??? x g N and x ??? x g N ? d U s1 ny1 1 ny1 1 n
 .  .0 or if j s n x ??? x g N and x ??? x g d U N s 0.2 n 1 n
 .  .A morphism of n-nilpotent extensions U ª A ª V ª B is a commu-
tative diagram
6
U A
6 6
g f
6
V B
in which all arrows are morphisms of augmented algebras. We say then
that g ‘‘lifts’’ f or is ‘‘over’’ f. Note that the map
Hom U ª A , V ª B ª Hom A , B .  .  . .nynilp.ext aug.alg
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 .that sends g, f to f is, in general, neither surjective nor injective. In
other words, there are morphisms A ª B that have no lifting and mor-
phisms that have many liftings.
 .  .2.3 LEMMA. 1 If w : U ª A is an n-nilpotent extension then for e¨ery
 .u , . . . , u g d U the n-fold product u ??? u only depends on1 n 1 n
 .  .w u , . . . , w u .1 n
 .2 If U ª A, V ª B are n-nilpotent extensions, f : A ª B is a morphism
 .  .and g , g : U ª V are liftings of f ; then considered as from d U to d V ,1 2 n n
 .g and g are equal; i.e., for e¨ery u , . . . , u g d U ,1 2 1 n
g u ??? g u s g u ??? g u . .  .  .  .1 1 1 n 2 1 2 n
 .  .  .3 If , in 2 , f is surjecti¨ e and g : U ª V is a lifting of f then g maps d Un
 .onto d V .n
 .  .Proof. 1 Let ker w s N. We need to show that if a , . . . , a g N1 n
then
u q a ??? u q a s u ??? u . .  .1 1 n n 1 n
But when the left-hand side is multiplied out every product, except
u ??? u , contains an a and therefore vanishes.1 n j
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 For every u g d U , g u s g u q a u with a u in ker V ª B ,2 1
 .  .  .  .so, by part 1, g u ??? g u s g u ??? g u .1 1 1 n 2 1 2 n
 .  .  .  .3 For every ¨ g d V there is a u g d U such that g u and ¨ have
 .  .the same image in B. Thus if ¨ , . . . , ¨ g d V there are u , . . . , u g d U1 n 1 n
 .  .  .such that ¨ ??? ¨ s g u ??? g u s g u ??? u . This proves that1 n 1 n 1 n
  ..  .g d U s d V , as claimed.n n
3. PROJECTIVE NILPOTENT EXTENSIONS
If U ª A and V ª B are n-nilpotent extensions and f : A ª B is a
morphism of augmented algebras then, as mentioned above, a lifting of f
may not exist. For example, let U s A and the map U ª A be the identity.
This is a 1-nilpotent and hence an n-nilpotent extension for every n G 1.
 .If V ª A is a non-trivial i.e., non-split n-nilpotent extension for some
n ) 1 then a map U ª V lifting id cannot exist because it wouldA
constitute a splitting of V ª A. Extensions for which liftings always exist
are the subject of the following.
 .3.1 DEFINITION. An n-nilpotent extension U ª A is called projective
if for every n-nilpotent extension V ª B and morphism A ª B of
.augmented algebras there is a lifting U ª V.
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If A is an augmented algebra there are surjective morphisms B ª A,
where B is a free k-algebra. Such a map is called a free presentation of A.
 .To each free presentation and integer n n G 1 is associated an n-nilpo-
 .tent extension as in 2.1 . Such an extension, or one isomorphic to it, will
be called a free n-nilpotent extension. It is easy to see that
 .3.2 LEMMA. Free n-nilpotent extensions are projecti¨ e.
The converse is not true, but the construction of non-free projective
extensions is not so simple. To do this we employ an invariant of free
nilpotent extensions whose existence is proved in Section 4 and Lemma 3.5
so the construction is at the end of this section.
The fact that every algebra has projective n-nilpotent extensions can be
 .used to weaken the assumption in 3.1 .
 .3.3 LEMMA. An n-nilpotent extension U ª A is projecti¨ e m for e¨ery
n-nilpotent extension V ª A there is a lifting, U ª V, of id .A
Proof. The « part is clear. Conversely, we must exhibit for every
f : A ª B and n-nilpotent extension Y ª B a lift, U ª Y, for f. Let
W ª A be a projective n-nilpotent extension. Then a lifting, U ª W, of
id exists by assumption and a lifting, W ª Y, of f by projectiveness. TheA
composition U ª W ª Y is a lift of f , as required.
w xEXAMPLE. Let A s k x , . . . , x , a commutative polynomial ring. Let1 r
 :  .B s k y , . . . , y , the free non-commutative algebra, and let w : B ª A1 r
 .  .be the map defined by w y s x for j s 1, . . . , r. Then N s ker w is thej j
ideal generated by the elements
y y y y y , 1 F i - j F r .i j j i
For each n, n s 1, 2, . . . , the associated free n-nilpotent extension is the
 .map, arising from w, from BrN n to A.
 .The algebra BrN n can be described as follows. In a graded ring R let
 .R be the set of elements of degree m. As N m is a homogeneous idealm
  ..of B it would suffice to describe BrN n and the product structure.m
 .BrN n is naturally sandwiched between B and A: it is an image of B and
  ..it maps onto A. We claim that for m F n the map B ª BrN n is anm m
  ..isomorphism while for m ) n the map BrN n ª A is an isomor-m m
 .phism. Indeed, if m F n then clearly B l N n s 0, proving the firstm
  ..part. If m ) n then two monomials in B are equal in BrN n iff theym m
are equal in A because for every q s 1, . . . , m y 1,m
y ??? y y y y y y y ??? y g N n l B . . .i i i i i i i i m1 qy1 q qq1 qq1 q qq2 m
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 .This implies the second part. Thus BrN n can be viewed as
B q ??? qB q A q ??? .0 n nq1
 .In terms of monomials the product structure in BrN n is as follows. Let
M , M be monomials and M s M M , where everything takes place in B.1 2 1 2
 .  .If deg M F n identify M , M , and M with their images in BrN n . If1 2
 . deg M s m ) n the result is simply the class of M in A considered asm
  .. .BrN n . Note thatm
d BrN n s B q A q ??? . . .n n nq1
We now give two simple but useful ways to obtain new projective
nilpotent extensions from old ones.
 .3.4 LEMMA. Let U ª A be a projecti¨ e n-nilpotent extension with kernel
 .N. Then for m F n the induced map UrN m ª A is a projecti¨ e m-nilpotent
extension.
 .Proof. Let UrN m s V. We have to show that if W ª B is an
m-nilpotent extension and f : A ª B is an algebra morphism there is a
lifting, V ª W, of f. As n G m the extension W ª B is also n-nilpotent
 .  .   ..and a lifting g : U ª W exists. Clearly g N : ker W ª B , so g N m :
 . .  .g N m s 0 and g induces a map UrN m s V ª W, as desired.
 .3.5 LEMMA. Let w : U ª A be a projecti¨ e n-nilpotent extension and B
any k-algebra with augmentation e . Then the n-nilpotent extension associated
with the extension e m w : B m U ª k m A s A is projecti¨ e.k
Proof. Let N be the kernel of e m w. We need to show that the
extension
e m w: B m UrN n ª A .k
is projective. Let V ª A be any n-nilpotent extension and L its kernel, so
 .that L n s 0. There is a map c : U ª V lifting id , so it takes N to LA
 .  .  .  .and N n to L n . As L n s 0 it induces a map from B m UrN n to V,
as required.
We use the last lemma to construct non-free projective extensions. We
will need two facts. The first is proved in the next section and is as follows.
Recall that if I is a nilpotent ideal in a ring then every element of 1 q I is
invertible. In our case the ideal is the kernel, N, of a free n-nilpotent
extension U ª A. Then it is proved below that the torsion of the multi-
plicative group 1 q N is an abelian group and, if the additive group of k is
torsion free, it is an in¨ariant of A.
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The second fact we need is that if G is a group then in some cases the
 .image of G in ZGrd ZG is not commutative. This can be seen in manyn
 wways, the easiest being to quote the classic result of Magnus see 7, Sect.
x.  .5.7 that if G is a free group then an element of G is 1 modulo d ZG iffn
 .it is in g G , the nth member of the lower central series of G. Thusn
 .clearly in this case the image of G in ZGrd ZG is non-commutative ifn
n ) 2.
Let k, the base ring, be Z. If w : U ª A is any free n-nilpotent
extension, with n ) 2, let V ª A be the n-nilpotent extension associated
with the extension e m w : ZG m U ª Z m A s A. By our lemma thisZ
extension is projective. It is easy to see that
d ZG m U l ZG m 1 .  .n Z
 .is exactly d ZG m 1. It follows now from the remark above that then
torsion of 1 q N, where N is the kernel of V ª A, is not commutative.
This proves that the projective extension V ª A is not free.
˜4. THE FUNCTORS D AND Dn n
Let A be a category of augmented k-algebras. We view d , for n G 0,k n
as a functor on A , d being the identity functor. The values of d havek 0 n
several evident additive, multiplicative, and module structures. It is some-
˜times convenient to enlarge d , for n G 1, and use d which is defined asn n
d˜ A s k ? 1 q d A . .  .n A n
˜  .d A is an augmented subalgebra of A, its augmentation ideal beingn
 .d A .n
We now define the Baer functors. Given n, n G 1, let U ª A be any
projective n-nilpotent extension. Then we define the Baer functors, Dn
˜and D , byn
˜ ˜D A s d U , D A s d U . .  .  .  .n n n n
 .If f : A ª B is a morphism in A we define D f as follows. Let V ª Bk n
be a projective n-nilpotent extension and let g : U ª V be a lift of f ; then
˜ ˜ .  .  .  .g defines a map from d U to d V and also a map from d U to d V .n n n n
˜ ˜ .  .These maps are D f and D f respectively. Also we define D and Dn n 0 0
to be the identity functors.
˜ .  .  .4.1 THEOREM. D and D are functors and the map D A s d U ªn n n n
 .  .d A in the notation abo¨e defines a morphism of functors D ª d and,n n n
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˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ .  .similarly, D ª d . The extension D A ª d A is 2-nilpotent. In particu-n n n n
˜  .lar, its kernel is central in D A .n
The last part of the theorem relates to the fact that 2-nilpotent exten-
sions are to augmented algebras what central extensions are to groups and
Lie algebras.
˜Proof. It is enough to prove the functoriality of D ; D is similar. Ifn n
X ª A is any other projective n-nilpotent extension we must give a
‘‘unique’’ isomorphism
wU : d U ª d X .  .X n n
 . U  .with the properties i w s id, ii if Y ª A is still another projectiveU
n-nilpotent extension then the transitivity w X (wU s wU holds. TheseY X Y
 .unique isomorphisms are obtained from the projectiveness: by 2.3 all lifts
X  .  .of id to a map U ª X restrict to the same map, w , from d U to d XA U n n
 .  .and it is easily shown that these maps satisfy i and ii . In order to show
 .that D f as defined above is functorial we have to show that for anyn
projective n-nilpotent extensions U ª A, V ª A, U ª B, V ª B, and1 1
any lifting U ª V of id , U ª V of id , and U ª U , V ª V of f , theA 1 1 B 1 1
diagram
6
d U d U .  .n n 1
6 6
,
6
d V d V .  .n n 1
derived from these liftings by properly restricting their domains and
ranges, is commutative. This, though a mouthful, follows directly from
 .2.3 .
 .  .Checking that the map D A ª d A defined above is functorialn n
involves a similar diagram chase and can be honestly omitted.
˜ ˜ .  .To show that D A ª d A is a 2-nilpotent extension let U ª A be an n
˜  .projective n-nilpotent extension and N its kernel. Then D A s k ? 1 qn U
˜ ˜ .  .   .  ..  .d U , its augmentation is d U , and ker D A ª d A is N l d U .n n n n n
 .  .Since U ª A is an n-nilpotent extension N ? d U s 0 and d U ? N sn n
0, so
N l d U ? d U s d U ? N l d U s 0, .  .  .  . .  .n n n n
showing that the extension
˜ ˜0 ª N l d U ª D A ª d A ª 0 .  .  .n n n
is 2-nilpotent, as claimed.
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We denote
˜ ˜W A [ ker D A ª d A . .  .  . .n n n
 .  .Since it is shown below in this section that for a group ring W ZG is the2
 .  .Schur multiplier of G we will call the functor W A the nth Schurn
˜  .multiplier of A. By the above it is a central ideal in D A and is of squaren
˜ .  .zero. Hence all the elements of 1 q W A are invertible in D A , then n
 .inverse of 1 q x being 1 y x. Thus 1 q W A is a multiplicative group,n
 .  .isomorphic with W A via the map x § 1 q x, x g W A . Clearly 1 qn n
U˜ ˜U .  .  .W A is the kernel of the map of multiplicative groups D A ª d A .n n n
Let
0 ª N ª B ª A ª 0
be a free presentation of A, i.e., B is a free algebra. The associated free
 .n-nilpotent extension is BrN n ª A and one sees easily that
˜D A s d B rN n , D A s k q D A , .  .  .  .  .n n n n
W A s N l d B rN n . .  .  . .n n
These formulas, which we shall call the Schur]Baer formulas, have a long
w xhistory. They were started by Schur in 1904 10 , when he defined the
w x w xSchur multiplier of a group G as R l F, F r R, F where 1 ª R ª F ª
 . w xG ª 1 is any free presentation of G. Then Hopf showed in 5 that if a
space X has fundamental group G then the cokernel of the Hurewicz
 .  .homomorphism p X ª H X only depends on G and is isomorphic to2 2
w x w xthe Schur multiplier of G; see Brown’s book 3 . Baer’s work 1 , which was
a generalization of the Schur multiplier of a group was, apparently, much
influenced by Hopf’s paper. Finally, we should mention that Frohlich’s¨
w xdefinition of the Baer invariants of an algebra in 4 was also by the
Schur]Baer formulas.
We now use these formulas to exhibit in free extensions certain torsion
invariants. To simplify matters we only discuss these invariants when k is
torsion free. We will need
 .4.2 LEMMA. Assume that the additi¨ e group of k is torsion free. If T is a
 .free k-algebra i.e., T is the tensor algebra of a free k-module then the
 .  .multiplicati¨ e group of units of Trd T that are 1 modulo d T is torsion-freen
for e¨ery n G 1.
Proof. Say T is the tensor algebra of the free module M, so that
j . 0 . 1 . 2 .T s [T M where T M s k, T M s M, T M s M m M, and sok
 .on. Let E be the group of classes, modulo d T , of the elements inn n
 .  .1 q d T . Reduction modulo d T gives a surjection E ª E whosen nq1 n
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kernel consists of the elements that are representable as 1 q u with
n . n .u g T M . This kernel is clearly isomorphic to the additive group T M ,
which is torsion-free, being, as it is, a direct sum of copies of k. Thus Enq1
is an extension of E , which can be assumed, inductively, to be torsionn
n .free, with kernel T M . So E is torsion free too.nq1
Continuing to assume that k is additively torsion-free, let U ª A be a
free n-nilpotent extension with kernel N, and let T ª A be the free
 .  .presentation, with kernel L, such that U s TrL n and N s LrL n . As
N is a nilpotent ideal, 1 q N is a group under multiplication. Let t g 1 q
m .d T be such that its residue class in U is of finite order, i.e., t s 1 for
m  . m  .some m. Then t y 1 g L n and, in particular, t y 1 g d T . Thus then
 .residue class of t in Trd T is also of finite order. But by the lemman
 .  .above this implies that t y 1 g d T . In all we see that t y 1g d U l Nn n
 .s W A , and we have proved most ofn
 .4.3 PROPOSITION. Assume k is such that its additi¨ e group is torsion
free. If U ª A is a free n-nilpotent extension with kernel N then the torsion of
 .1 q N is an abelian group isomorphic to the torsion of W A and, thus, ann
in¨ariant of A.
Proof. The discussion above shows that every element of finite order in
 .  .  .1 q N is in 1 q W A , where W A s d U l N is the kernel of then n n
˜ ˜ .  .  .map d U ª d A . The multiplicative group 1 q W A is isomorphic ton n n
 .the additive group of W A so is an abelian group, and clearly everyn
 .torsion element of W A is in it.n
In Section 2 we constructed projective extensions w : U ª A such that
y1 ˜ .  .the torsion of w 1 is not central in d U and is not even abelian. Byn
the proposition above such extensions are not free.
 .We turn now to the identification of W W being trivial . We will show2 1
 . A . ZG .  .that W A ‘‘is’’ Tor k, k . Since for a group, G, Tor Z, Z s H G, Z ,2 2 2 2
this result is a generalization of Hopf’s formula which says that the Schur
 . w xmultiplier of G is equal to H G, Z . In Frohlich’s paper 4 there is given¨2
another, related, isomorphism in which Tor A is replaced by Tor A
q
where2 2
Aq is A [ k augmented by the projection into the second summand. Also,
Frohlich’s proof of his isomorphism seems to be rather different from our¨
 .proof of our variant .
 .4.4 PROPOSITION. There is a natural isomorphism
W A f Tor A k , k , .  .2 2
where k is an A-module ¨ia the augmentation map.
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Proof. From the long exact sequence associated with tensoring
0 ª d A ª A ª k ª 0 .
A . A  . .with k we see that Tor k, k is naturally isomorphic with Tor d A , k .2 1
 .Tensoring the same short exact sequence with d A gives a natural
isomorphism
productA 6Tor d A , k f ker d A m d A d A . .  .  .  . .  .1 A
 .We will show that the kernel on the right is W A by using the Schur]Baer2
 .formula for W A . Let 0 ª N ª E ª A ª 0 be a free presentation of2
 .A. The significance of the freeness is that d E is a free E-module on
either side. Moreover, the multiplication map
m : d E m d E ª d E .  .  .E
is injective and gives an isomorphism
d E m d E f d E . .  .  .E 2
In fact, this isomorphism is an isomorphism of E-bimodules. The commu-
tative diagram
m 6
d E m d E d E .  .  .E
6 6
p
6
d A m d A d A .  .  .A
  .  .  ..  .shows that ker d A m d A ª d A is isomorphic, as N : d E , toA
y1 . y1 .  .  . y1 .m N rm N l ker p . Since m is injective ker p : m N , and
 .  .  .  .  .ker p is clearly the image, in d E m d E , of N m d E q d E m N.E E E
 .This is mapped by m to N 2 , so that we see that m induces an isomor-
y1 .  .  .  .  .phism of m N rker p with d E l NrN 2 , the last being W A by2 2
the Schur]Hopf formula.
Finally, the naturalness of this isomorphism means that it commutes
with maps induced from algebra morphisms A ª B. Proving this is an
 .easy, but cumbersome, followup of definitions and applications of 2.3 and
is left to the reader.
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Exact Sequences. Let B ª A be a surjective morphism of augmented
 .  .k-algebras with kernel N. Let M be the kernel of D B ª D A . Thenn n
the morphism D ª d gives rise to a diagramn n
0 ª M ª D B ª D A ª 0 .  .n n
6 6 6
ga b
0 ª N ª B ª A ª 0
in which the rows are exact and the squares commutative. It follows from
the snake lemma that there is an associated exact sequence
0 ª ker a ª ker b ª ker g ª coker a .  .  .  .
ª coker b ª coker g ª 0. .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .Clearly coker g s Ard A , coker b s Brd B , ker g s W A , andn n n
 .  .ker b s W B . To identify the cokernel of a we apply the Schur]Baern
formula. Let E ª B be a free presentation of B, with kernel R. The
composed map E ª B ª A is, then, a free presentation of A whose
 .  .  .  .kernel, S, contains R. With this notation D B is d E rR n , D A isn n n
 .  .  .  .d E rS n , and M s S n rR n . The map E ª B takes S to N, surjec-n
 .  .tively, and hence S n onto N n and we see that the image of M in N is
 .  .  .N n . Thus coker a is NrN n . Another easy computation with isomor-
 .  .  .phism theorems shows that ker a s S n l RrR n . Thus the exact
sequence becomes
4.5 W B ª W A ª NrN n ª Brd B ª Ard A ª 0 .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n
 .  .and the kernel of the map W B ª W A isn n
S n l RrR n . .  .
 .For n s 2, in view of 4.4 , the exact sequence becomes
4.6 Tor B k , k ª Tor A k , k ª NrN 2 ª Brd B .  .  .  .  .2 2 2
ª Ard A ª 0. .2
 .It is natural to think of d ? as the analogue of the commutator subgroup2
 .and so denote Xrd X by X . The last exact sequence is now seen as a2 ab
generalization of the well-known ‘‘5-term’’ exact sequence
w xH G , Z ª H Q, Z ª Kr K , G ª G ª Q ª 0 .  .2 2 ab ab
associated with the group extension 1 ª K ª G ª Q ª 1.
w xThe 5-term exact sequence has been used by Stallings 12 and
w xStammbach 14 to prove that if the map G ª Q induces an isomorphism
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 .  .G f Q and a surjection H G, Z ª H Q, Z , then for every n G 1 itab ab 2 2
 .  .induces an isomorphism Grg G f Qrg Q . Using the exact sequencen n
 .4.5 above we can generalize their result as follows.
 .4.7 LEMMA. Assume that B ª A is a surjecti¨ e map of augmented
k-algebras that induces an isomorphism B f A and an epimorphismab ab
B . A .  .Tor k, k ª Tor k, k . Then it induces an isomorphism Brd B f2 2 n
 .  .  .Ard A for e¨ery n G 1 and an injection Brd B ª Ard A wheren v v
 .  .d X s F d X .v nG1 n
Proof. Let N be the kernel of B ª A. Our assumptions and the exact
 .  .sequence 4.6 imply that N s N 2 . But then
N 3 s d B N 2 q N 2 d B s d B N q Nd B s N 2 s N .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .and, similarly, N s N n for every n G 1. It follows from 4.5 that
 .  .  .  .Brd B ª Ard A is an isomorphism and W B ª W A is surjectiven n n n
 .for every n G 1. Clearly the map B ª A induces a map Brd B ªv
 .  .Ard A . To show that it is injective assume that b g B maps to d A .v v
 .We have to show that it is in d B . From the commutativity of thev
diagram
Brd B ª Ard A .  .v v
6 66
Brd B Ard A .  .n n
and the fact that its lower horizontal arrow is an isomorphism for every
 .  .n G 1, it follows that b g d B for every n G 1. Hence it is in d B .n v
w x   ..Stallings has shown, in 12 , that if G is a group such that H G, Zr p2
  ..s 0 and x , . . . , x are elements in G whose classes in H G, Zr p are1 n 1
linearly independent over the field F then they generate a free subgroupp
 .of rank n of which they are a basis . The last lemma makes it possible to
prove an analogue of Stallings’ result for augmented algebras. First we
must prove
 .4.8 PROPOSITION. Let h: B ª A be a morphism of augmented algebras
B .that induces an isomorphism B f A and a mapping of Tor k, k ontoab ab 2
A .  .Tor k, k . Then, for e¨ery n G 1, h induces an isomorphism Brd B f2 n
 .  .  .Ard A and it also induces an injection of Brd B into Ard A .n v v
w xThis proposition is an exact analogue of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 in 12 .
 .Proof. We write the exact sequence 4.6 for the surjecti¨ e map B ª
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 .  .  .  .B [ Brd B . Its kernel N is d B so N 2 s d B and the exactn n n nq1
sequence is
sB B 6nTor k , k ª Tor k , k ª d B rd B ª B B ª 0. .  .  .  .2 2 n nq1 ab ab
 .The map h and the naturality of the exact sequence 4.6 give a map from
the exact sequence we just wrote for B ª B to its analogue for the mapn
 .A ª A [ Ard A . The result is a diagramn n
sB B6 6 6 6nTor k , k Tor k , k d B rd B B B .  .  .  .2 2 n nq1 ab ab
6 6 6 6 6
sA A6 6 6 6nTor k , k Tor k , k d A rd A A A . .  .  .  .2 2 n nq1 ab ab
By hypothesis the first vertical morphism in this diagram is onto and the
fourth and fifth are isomorphisms. Since, by an inductive hypothesis, the
 .map B ª A induced by h is an isomorphism the second vertical map isn n
also an isomorphism. It follows from the 5-lemma that the middle map is
an isomorphism.
Now B is an extensionnq1
0 ª d B rd B ª B ª B ª 0 .  .n nq1 nq1 n
and h induces a map of this short exact sequence to its analogous one with
A replacing B:
0 ª d B rd B ª B ª B ª 0 .  .n nq1 nq1 n
6 6 6
0 ª d A rd A ª A ª A ª 0. .  .n nq1 nq1 n
In this diagram the left and right vertical arrows are isomorphisms, so by
the 5-lemma again the middle arrow is an isomorphism too.
 .  .The proof that h induces an injection of Brd B into Ard A isv v
 .similar to the proof of the analogous fact in 4.7 and is omitted.
 .  .4.9 PROPOSITION. Let A be an augmented k-algebra such that 1 A isab
 . A .  4  .a free k-module and 2 Tor k, k s 0. If x are elements of d A whose2 j
 .  .residues in A are a basis of d A rd A o¨er k then they generate a freeab 2
sub-algebra of A, of which they are a basis.
 4Proof. Let B be the free k-algebra on the set x and let h: B ª A bej
 .the homomorphism defined by h x s x ; then h induces an isomorphismj j
A . B .B ª A . As Tor k, k s 0 the induced map 0 s Tor k, k ªab ab 2 2
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A .Tor k, k s 0 is onto and the lemma says that h induces an embedding2
 .  .of Brd B in Ard A . Since B is a graded algebra it is clear thatv v
 .  .d B s 0. As the composition B ª A ª Ard A is injective the mapv v
B ª A must also be injective. This completes the proof.
As an application of the techniques above we prove a result analogous
to the remarkable theorem of Stallings and Swan that groups of cohomolo-
w xgial dimension 1 are free 13 .
 .4.10 THEOREM. Let A be an augmented algebra o¨er a field k. Assume
that A is generated o¨er k by a set of elements that are a basis of A o¨er k. Ifab
A .  .Tor k, k s 0 e. g., if the global dimension of A is 1 then A is a free2
algebra o¨er k.
Note that if A is a connected graded algebra
A s k q A q ???1
and the augmentation ideal is the irrelevant ideal A q A q ??? , then the1 2
assumption of the theorem on the generation of A over k certainly holds.
Proof. This follows immediately from the last proposition.
Our result is a strengthening of the known result that
Tor A k , k s 0 « Tor A M , N s 0 .  .2 l
w xfor every l G 2 and graded modules M and N; see 3, Sect. 8.7, p. 146 .
To end this section we prove that when the algebra A is finitely
 .presented all its Baer invariants W A are finitely generated as k mod-m
ules. This is a generalization of the well known fact, sometimes applied in
group theory, that the Schur multiplier of a finitely presented group is a
finitely generated abelian group. It contrasts with the fact that the higher
homology, H with n G 3, of a finitely presented group can be non-finitelyn
 .generated. The first example of this seems to be due again to Stallings
w x w x11 . Incidentally, since Stallings’ construction in 11 only uses the exis-
tence of Mayer]Vietoris exact sequence for amalgamated sums in homol-
ogy this shows that the Baer functors with n G 3 cannot have an analogous
exact sequence.
 .4.11 THEOREM. If A is a finitely presented algebra o¨er k, where k is a
 .Noetherian commutati¨ e ring, then for e¨ery n G 1 the k-module W A isn
finitely generated.
I am grateful to the referee for pointing out an error in the original
proof of this result and that it is not true when k is not Noetherian.
 .Proof. The case n s 1 being trivial as W is zero , the first interesting1
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case is W . If U ª A is a projective 2-nilpotent extension we can assume2
that U is finitely generated and then that the kernel, N, is finitely
generated as a two-sided ideal. Then by the Schur]Baer formula
W A s N l d U r d U N q Nd U . .  .  .  . . .2 2
 .It is easy to see that, as N is finitely generated, NrN 2 is a finitely
generated as a k-module. Indeed, it is a finitely generated U-bimodule
 .  .annihilated by d U on both sides, hence is k-finite. W A is a k-submod-2
 .ule of NrN 2 and as k is Noetherian it is finitely generated, as claimed.
The general case of the theorem is proved similarly. Let U ª A be a
free presentation of A with U finitely generated and with kernel N
 .finitely generated as a 2-sided ideal. Then NrN n is a finitely generated
k-module. Indeed, it is a finitely generated U-bimodule annihilated by the
nth power of the augmentation ideal of U m U op and thus is k-finite. Ask
 .  .W A is a k-submodule of NrN n , and k is Noetherian, the resultn
follows.
5. UNIVERSAL NILPOTENT EXTENSIONS
OF PERFECT ALGEBRAS
 .  . An augmented algebra A is said to be perfect if d A s d A recall2
 .  .2 .that d A is d A . Examples of perfect algebras come from perfect2
groups and perfect Lie algebras. One knows that if G is a group then
 .  .d kG rd kG s k m G . Hence if k m G s 0, kG is perfect. Simi-2 Z ab ab
larly, the enveloping algebra of a perfect Lie algebra is perfect.
It is easy to see that the class of perfect algebras is closed with respect to
homomorphic images, tensor products, free products, and even amalga-
mated free products. Thus the class of perfect algebras is extensive.
In this section we prove that, in analogy to universal central extensions
of perfect groups, a perfect algebra has a unique universal nilpotent
extension. Thus the proofs of this section are algebra variations on the
 . w x group theme, due apparently to Kervaire 6 . But the referee seems to
.believe that Schur knew of these matters.
 .5.1 DEFINITION. An n-nilpotent extension U ª A is universal if for
every n-nilpotent extension X ª A there is a unique lifting U ª X of id .A
 .5.2 LEMMA. If an algebra A has a uni¨ ersal n-nilpotent extension for
some n G 2 then A is perfect.
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Proof. If A is not perfect we construct a 2-nilpotent, and hence
n-nilpotent, extension Y ª A such that for every n-nilpotent extension
X ª A there are two maps X ª Y lifting id . Thus no n-nilpotentA
extension can be universal in this case.
 .Let B s Ard A . If a g A we denote its residue class in B by a. The2
augmentation of B will be denoted by e ; it is defined by the formula1
 .  .e a s e a . The algebra Y is a ‘‘pull-back’’ of the two augmentation1
maps e : A ª k and e : B ª k. It is the algebra1
Y s a, b g A = B : e a s e b . 4 .  .  .1
 .  .It is augmented via the map a, b § e a , and the map Y ª A defined by
 .  .  .  .a, b § a is a 2-nilpotent extension, with kernel d B s d A rd A . If2
w : X ª A is an n-nilpotent extension then the maps a : X ª Y defined by
 .   . .  .   .  .a x s w x , w x and b : X ª Y defined by b x s w x , e w x ? .  .1
.  .  .1 are both liftings of id and are distinct, since d A rd A / 0.A 2
This lemma shows that a necessary condition for the existence of a
universal n-nilpotent extension, for some n ) 1, is that A be perfect. We
will now show that this condition is also sufficient, but that universal
n-nilpotent extensions are, in fact, 2-nilpotent. We will need the following
criterion for universality.
 .5.3 LEMMA. An n-nilpotent extension V ª A is uni¨ ersal if , and only if ,
it is projecti¨ e and V is perfect.
Proof. If the extension is universal it is projective, by definition. If V is
 .not perfect then, as in the proof of 5.2 , we construct a 2-nilpotent
 .extension Y ª A such that there are two liftings V ª Y of id . As in 5.2 ,A
Y is the pull-back in the diagram
A
66
Vrd V k .2
both arrows being the augmentation maps. The two liftings V ª Y are
 .constructed as in 5.2 . Thus V must be perfect if V ª A is universal.
Conversely, if V ª A is projective and X ª A any n-nilpotent extension,
 .then a lifting V ª X exists and any two such liftings are equal on d V ,n
 .  .  .by 2.3 . If V is perfect then d V s d V and any two liftings are equal.n
Thus the extension is universal in this case.
 .5.4 LEMMA. If A is a perfect algebra and X ª A is an n-nilpotent
 .  .   .  .extension then d X s d X and, hence, d X s d X for e¨eryn nq1 n m
.m G n .
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 .  .Proof. By 2.3 if x , . . . , x g d X then their product only depends1 n
 .  .  .on their images in A. As d A s d A there is an element x g d X2 2
whose image in A is the same as that of x . So1
x x ??? x s xx ??? x g d X . .1 2 n 2 n nq1
 .  .Thus d X s d X , as claimed.n nq1
 .5.5 PROPOSITION. If A is a perfect algebra and U ª A is a projecti¨ e
˜  .n-nilpotent extension then the extension d U s V ª A is a uni¨ ersal 2-n
 .nilpotent extension and uni¨ ersal m-nilpotent for e¨ery m G 2 .
˜  .Proof. Note, first, that as A is perfect d A s A so the map V ª A isn
onto. If X ª A is any n-nilpotent extension then there is a lifting U ª X
of id and its restriction to V gives a lifting of id to V ª X. Thus theA A
 .  .extension V ª X is projective. By 5.4 V is perfect and by 2.3 this shows
 .that any lifting V ª X is unique. Let N [ ker V ª A ; it is contained in
 .  .  .  .  .ker U ª A , so N ? d U s d U ? N s 0. But d U s d V , so V ª An n n
is a 2-nilpotent extension. Thus V ª A is a universal 2-nilpotent extension
and universal n-nilpotent. Since this result could be carried out for every n
and the universal 2-nilpotent extension is unique, we see that the result is
always the same and V ª A is universal n-nilpotent for every n.
 .Finally, we note that, by 4.4 , the kernel of the universal nilpotent
A .extension of the perfect algebra A is Tor k, k . This is a generalization2
of the fact that the kernel of the universal central extension of a perfect
 .group G is its Schur multiplier H G, Z .2
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